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1)Grandeur- Grandeur is the quality in something, for example in a
building or in scenery , which makes it seems impressive often elegant.
Magnificence is noun form of the word magnificent. So the words grandeur
and magnificence are synonymous.
2) Inception- The inception of an institution or activity is the start of it.
For example
Since its inception of the company has produced 53 different designs.
There are two words origin and beginning worthy to be consider as
synonymous.
3) Colossal- If you describe something as colossal, you are emphasizing
that is very large.
For example
There has been a colossal waste of public money. colossal and enormous
are synonymous.
4) Paradox- A paradox is a statement in which it seems that if one part of it
is true, the other part of it can’t be true. So puzzle is the correct
synonymous of paradox.
5) Proliferate- If things proliferate they increases in number very quickly.
For example
In recent year commercial cultural travel and other contacts have
proliferated between Taiwan and China. So reproduce is the appropriate
synonym of proliferate.
6)LUXURIANT:- The word Luxuriant(Adjective) means: growing thickly
and strongly ; rich is something that is pleasant or beautiful; abundant.

7) CANTANKEROUS:- The word Cantankerous(Adjective) means: bad
tempered and always complaining
8) ONUS:- The word Onus(Noun) means: the responsibility for something.
9) DERISION:- The word Derision(Noun) mean: ridicule; mockery; a strong
feeling that somebody/ something is ridiculous and not worth considering
seriously.
10) TRITE:- The word Trite(Adjective): dull and boring because it has been
expressed so many time before; not original; banal; very ordinary and
containing nothing that is interesting and important
11)DECAMP:- The given word Decamp (Verb) means: to leave a place
suddenly often secretly. Hence the word decamp and flee are synonymous.
12) PHILANTHROPIST:- The given word Philanthropist (Noun) means : a
rich person who helps the poor and those in need, especially by giving
money. The word Benefactor (Noun) means: a person who gives money or
other helps to a person or an organisation such as a school or charity.
Hence the words Philanthropist and benefactor are synonymous.
13) EXOTIC: - The given word Exotic (Adjective) means: from or in
another country; seeming exciting and unusual because it is connected
with foreign countries. Hence the words exotic and strange are
synonymous.
14) INCAPACITATE: - The given word Incapacitate (Verb) means: to make
somebody/ something unable to live or work normally. The word Cripple
(Verb) means: to damage somebody so that they are no longer able to walk
or move normally; disable. Hence the word Incapacitate and Cripple are
synonymous.
15) IRREPROACHABLE: - The word Irreproachable (Adjective) means;
free from fault and impossible to criticize: blameless. Hence the words
Irreproachable and faultless are synonymous
16)MAGNIFICENT:- The word Magnificent(Adjective) means: extremely
attractive and impressive deserving praise: splendid
17) SPIRITED:- The word Spirited (Adjective) means: full of energy,
determination or courage ; enthusiastic
18) GLOOMY: - The word Gloomy (Adjective) means: depressing nearly
dark or badly lit in way that makes you feel sad: glum: murky.

19) GRUMBLE: - The word Grumble (Verb) means: to complain about
somebody/something in a bad tempered way.
20) CRUDE: - The word Crude (Adjective) means: unrefined; vulgar; simple
and not very accurate.
21)DEBACLE:- The word Debacle (Noun) means : an event or a situation
that is a complete failure and causes embarrassment. Hence the words
debacle and downfall are synonymous.
22) OSTRACISE:- The word Ostracise(verb) means : to refuse to let
somebody be a member of a social group: refuse: shun. The word banish
and Ostracise are synonymous
23) PROPHYLACTIC:- The word Prophylactic (Adjective) means : done or
used in order to prevent a disease. The word Prophylactic and preventive
are synonymous.
24) CODDLE:-The word Coddle (verb) means: to treat somebody with too
much care and attention, pamper, cossest. Hence the word coddle and
satisfy are synonymous.
25) FLIMSY:- The word Flimsy (Adjective) means badly made and not
strong enough : thin and easily torn.
26)FATUOUS:- The word Fatuous(Adjective) means: stupid; silly; showing
a lack of thought: foolish.
27) ARTFUL:- The word Artful(Adjective) means: clever at getting what you
want: crafty: designed or done in clever way; cunning.
28) PROPINQUITY:- The word Propinquity(Noun) means: the state of being
near in space or time: proximity; nearness.
39) PROMISCUOUS:- The word Promiscuous (Adjective) means: having
many sexual partners : taken from a wide range of sources: especially
without careful thought; indiscriminate.
30) IRASCIBLE:- The word Irascible(Adjective) means : becoming angry
very easily; irritable
31)ILLICIT:- The given word Illicit (Adjective) means: not allowed by the
law; Illegal ; not approved by the normal rules of the society. The word
Illicit and Illegal are synonymous.

32) FLAIR: - The given word Flair (Noun) means: natural ability to do
something well; talent. Hence the words flair and talent are synonymous.
33) CONSERVATION: - The given word conservation (Noun) means: the
protection of natural environment; the act of preventing something from
being lost, wasted, damaged, or destroyed. The word Preservation means:
the act of keeping something in its original state or in good condition. Hence
the words conservation and preservation are synonymous.
34) ABYSMAL:- The given word Abysmal(Adjective) means: extremely bad
or of very low standard; terrible; a very deep wide space or hole that seems
to have no bottom. Hence the word abysmal and bottomless is
synonymous.
35) SALIENT: - The given word Salient (Adjective) means: prominent, most
important or noticeable. Hence the words salient and prominent are
synonymous.
ANTONYMS

1)ANIMOSITY:- The word Animosity(Noun) means: a strong feeling of
opposition, anger or hatred hostility. The opposite word Love( Noun)
means: a strong feeling of deep affection: enjoyment: friendliness.
2) ALTERCATION- The word altercation(Noun) means: a noisy argument
or disagreement. The opposite word Compromise(Noun) means: an
agreement made between two people or groups.
3) COAX- The word Coax(verb) means: to persuade somebody to do
something; cajole to entice, The opposite word Dissuade(verb) means: to
persuade somebody not to do something.
4) Erudite- The word Erudite(Adjective) means: having or showing great
knowledge; learned; educated. The word scholarly(Adjective) means:
academic: connect with academic study; spending a lot of time studying and
having a lot of knowledge. Hence erudite and unscholarly are antonymous.
5) AFFLUENT:- The word affluent(Adjective) means; having a lot of money
and good standard of living prosperous. The correct antonym of affluent is
global.
6)ABUNDANCE:- The meaning of the word Abundance(Noun) is: a large
quantity that is more than enough . For example,

Fruit and vegetables grew in abundance on the island.
The antonym of the word abundance will be scarcity which means
shortage.
7) MIGRATE:- The meaning of the word Migrate (Verb) is : to move from
one place to another; to move from one town, country to go and live etc. Its
antonym will be return.
8) CONVICT: - The meaning of the word Convict (verb) is: to decide and
state officially in court that somebody is quilty of a crime: a convicted
murderer. Therefore the antonym of the word convicted will be acquitted.
The opposite word acquit (Verb) means: to decide and state officially in
court that somebody is not guilty of a crime: The jury acquitted him of
murder.
9) CRUTAIL: - The word Curtail (Verb) means: to limit something or make
it last for a shorter time. Its antonym will be enlarge.
10) ARID:- The word Arid (Adjective) is : barren, having little or no rain ;
very dry ; with nothing new or interesting in it. Its antonym will be wet.
11)INSOLENT:-The word Insolent(Adjective) means : extremely rude and
showing a lack of respect. The word humble means: modest. Hence the
words insolent and humble are antonymous.
12) LACKADAISICAL: - The word Lackadaisical (Adjective) means: not
showing enough care or enthusiasm. Hence the words enthusiastic and
lackadaisical are antonymous.
13) SUBLIME: - The word Sublime (Adjective) means: of very high quality
and causing great admiration: extreme. Hence the words sublime and
inferior are antonymous.
14) EVIDENT: - The word Evident (Adjective) means: clear: easily seen,
obvious. The word Obscure (Adjective) means: unknown: difficult to
understand. Hence the words evident and obscure are antonymous.
15) EPHEMERAL: - The word Ephemeral (Adjective) means: short leaves
lasting for a short period of time. Out of given alternatives Eternal means:
perpetual: without an end. Hence the words ephemeral and eternal are
antonymous.
16)CONCILIATION:- The word Conciliation (Noun) is willingness to end
disagreement or the process of ending a disagreement

The opposite word Confrontation is a dispute, fight, or battle between two
groups of people
17) MYTH:- A myth is well known story which was made up in the past to
explain natural events or to justify religious beliefs or social customs.
If you describe a belief or explanation as a myth, you mean that many
people believe it but it is actually untrue
18) RELUCTANTLY:- The word reluctantly means unwillingly. Therefore
the correct antonym is willingly.
19) MUTILATED:- If a person or animal is mutilated their body is severally
damaged, usually by someone who physically attacks them. Mend the only
word . among the given option which most nearly opposite in meaning to
the word mutilated.
20) LAMENT:- The word Lament(verb) means: to feel or express great
sadness or disappointment; bemoan; bewail, deplore. The word
Rejoice(Verb) means : to express great happiness about something.
21)APPARENT:- The word Apparent(Adjective) means: easy to see or
understand: obvious. The word Hidden (Adjective) means: secret,
concealed.
Hence the word Apparent and Hidden are antonymous.
22) ALIEN:- The word Alien(Adjective) means : hostile ; from another
country or society; foreign. The word Alien and Native are antonymous.
23) FUTILE:- The word Futile(Adjective) means; trifling ; having no
purpose because there is no chance of success; pointless. Of the given
alternative the word Worthy (Adjective) means deserving or suitable for the
thing mentioned. Hence the word Futile and worthy are antonymous.
24) AUDACIOUS:- The word Audacious( Adjective) means: willing to take
risk or to do something shocking: daring. Of the given alternatives the word
Cowardly (Adjective) means shy and nervous; not brave. Hence the word
Audacious and Cowardly are Antonyms.
25) ARROGANT:- The word Arrogant(Adjective) means ; behaving in a
proud, unpleasant way, showing little thought for other people). Of the
given alternatives, the word Modest (Adjective) means: not talking much
about your own abilities or possessions. Hence the word Arrogant and
Modest are antonymous.

26) TRIUMPH:- The word Truimph(Noun) means a great success
achievement of victory. The opposite word Defeat(Noun) means: failure to
win or be successful.
27) RANCID:- The word Rancid(Adjective) means: If food containing fat is
rancid, its tested or smell is unpleasant because is no longer fresh;
putrefied. Its antonym should be fresh.
28) REVEAL:- The word Reveal(Verb) means: to make something known to
somebody : disclose: display. The opposite word Conceal (Verb) means: to
hide somebody/ something.
29) FLIPPANT:- The word Flippant (Adjective) means: showing that you do
not take something as seriously as other people think you should ; not
serious.
30) INSIPID:- The word Insipid(Adjective) means: having almost to taste or
flavour ; flavourless; dull; not interesting
31) INQUISITIVE:- The word Inquisitive (Adjective) means: asking too
many question s and trying to find out about what other people are doing
etc; curious; Interested in learning The opposite word
Indifferent(Adjective) means having or showing no interest in
somebody/something
32) DILATE:- The word Dilate (Verb) means: to become to make something
larger, wider or more open; expand. The opposite word Contact (Verb)
means: to become less or smaller
33) PUBLICISE:- The word Publicise(Verb) means to make something
known to the public; to advertise something known to the public; to
advertise something disseminate. The opposite word Withhold (Verb)
means: to refuse to give: Keep back
34) LEAD:- The word Lead(Verb) means : guide to show the way: to be a
leader ; direct The opposite word Follow( verb) means to come or go after or
behind somebody
35) INSOLENT:- The word Insolent (Adjective) means: extremely rude to
showing a lack of respect ; arrogant. The opposite word
Submissive(Adjective) means humble to willing to accept somebody else’s
authority; meek
Phrase & Idioms

1)Made no bones about means- Did not have any hesitation in
2) Heads will roll means- Transfers will take place
3) Made a clean breast of means- Confessed without reserved
4) To Keep up means- To be on Par
5) Showing wild oats- Irresponsible pleasure seeking in young Age.
6)A bolt from the blue means- an unexpected event
7) Cold comfort means- slight satisfaction
8) To be all at sea means- lost and confused
9) To take to one’s heels means- to run away
10) A damp squib means- a disappointing result.
11)Stand offish means:- Indifferent
12) ‘Blows on own trumpet’ means- Praise oneself; boast about oneself.
13) ‘Have an axe to grind’ means- A private interest to serve
14) ‘An open book’ means- One that held no secrets.
15) ‘Read between the lines’ means- Looking for meanings that are not
actually expressed
16)‘Give the devil his due’ means- To give credit to even a notorious
person.
17) ‘Eat a humble pie’ means- To have to apologise.
18) ‘Take something with a grain of salt’ means- To think that
something is not likely to be true; to believe something only partly.
19) Hobson’s choice means- First choice.
20) ‘By fits and starts’ means- Irregularly
21)To foam at one’s mouth means- To get very angry
22)To feel like a fish out of water means- Uncomfortable
23) At a eleventh hour means- At the last moment

24) To burn one’s fingers means - To suffer financial loses
25) To add fuel to fire m Out and out means- Totally
26) White elephant means- Costly or troublesome possession
27) Fair and square means- Honest
28) No love lost between means- Not on good terms
29) Played havoc means- caused destruction
30) Out and out means- Totally
31)Has to many irons in the fire means- is engaged in too many
enterprises at the same time
32) Let the cat out of the bag means- told her about it unintentionally
33) Read between the lines means- find more meaning than the word
appear to express
34) Threw down the glove means- accepted defeat
35) Fought to the bitter end means- carried on a contest regardless of
the consequences.
One word Substitution
1)For better worse means- always
2) Stand by means- support
3) To give vent to- express
4) Part and Parcel- essential element
5)To get wind- Come to know
6)Impossible to describe means- Ineffable
7)) One who criticises popular beliefs which he thinks is mistaken or
unwise- Iconoclast
8) Detaining and confining someone- Interment
9) Science of the races of mankind- Ethnology
10) One who hides away on a ship to obtain a free passage- Stowaway.

11)A proficient public speaker means:- orator
12) Unfair advantage for members of one’s own family means - nepotism
13) Fit to be eaten means- edible
14) Always ready to attack or quarrel- aggressive
15) Fluent and clear in speech- articulate
16)Spoken or done without preparation- extempore
17) One who gains benefit from something – beneficiary
18) One who eats both vegetable and meat- Omnivorous
19) The first speech made by person- maiden
20) A person who is well – known in an unfavourable way- notorious
21)One who is greedy:- Voracious
22) An area of land that is controlled by a ruler:- Colony
23) A place where Jews worship according to their religion:- Synagogue
24) One who is indifferent to pleasure and pain- Stoic
25) Able to use left hand and right hand equally well- ambidextrous
27) One who hates women – misogynist
28) A system of naming things- nomenclature
29) A raised passageway in a building- walkway
30) A cure of all diseases- panacea.
31)To injure one’s reputation means- defame
32) A geometrical figure with eight side means:- octagon
33) A man who wastes his money on luxury means- extravagant
34) A man having no hair on the scalp- bald
35) Rebellion against lawful authority- mutiny
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